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SGA considers impeachment;
passes constitutional revisions
By BARBARA BURCH
The Student Government
Association (SGA) went into
executive session Tuesday to
discuss the possible impeachment of a senator who
allegedly
missed
five
meetings.
Senator
Donald
Polk
(Shenandoah),
however,
contends that he has missed
only three meetings, two of
the five he is charged with

Auction use
to be settled
next week
Whether Madison College
will continue its contract with
the
Harrisonburg Auto
Auction will be decided next
week, according to Dr.
William Hall, vice president
for student affairs.
/ The owner of the Auto
Auction. James Wheatley,
allowed those student groups
who had reserved the facility
for this week to hold their
functions, Hall said.
He will meet with Wheatley
next week to decide if they will
continue the contract for the
remainder of the year.
The commuter students
committee held a dance and
"The Madison Gong Show"
last night at the Auction.
Tau Kappa Epsilon was
scheduled to hold a party at
the Auction tonight, Hall said,
but decided not to for reasons
not connected with Wheatley
or the college.
Several other groups have
contracted with bands for
their dates at the facility, Hall
said.
The- Student Government
/fcsociation <SGA) asked Hall
to inform Wheatley that the
SGA was going to work out a
plan to ensure that the incident which occurred when
their party was not cleaned up
will not happen again, according to Mike DeWitt,
second vice president.
No concrete plans have
been made as of yet, DeWitt
said, because the SGA is
waiting for a decision on
Wheatley's part before fhey
take action.

occurring before he assumed
the position.
Scott Coon, who had served
as senator from Shenandoah;
resigned last fall due to a class
conflict which prevented him
from attending SGA meetings,
according to Polk.Two to
three weeks passed before
Polk took the position, according to George Kolesaric,
Shenandoah head resident.
These two senate meetings
have been marked as his
absences.
According to the SGA
constitution, any senator who
has missed four meetings
"shall be removed from office."
No official action was taken
in the executive session, said
Jim Collins, senate chairman
pro tern. Polk was expected to
resign by next week's senate
meeting, he said, and impeachment proceedings may
be begun if he does not resign.
A letter is to be sent to Polk
informing him he has missed
too many meetings and will be
impeached, according to Greg
Hodge, chairman
of the
credentials committee.
Should
Polk
have any
questions or problems, Hodge
said, he may contact the
credentials committee.
Senators who have missed

three meetings are supposed
to contact him, he saia.
Polk's five absences did
include the two meetings
before he took office, according to Suzanne Greene,
SGA secretary.
There should not be "much
of a problem" with Polk's
case, said Greene, who told
him to get in touch with Hodge
to explain what happened.
Also Tuesday, the senate

Amendment
defeated
voted
to
accept
the
resignation of Woody Huff (off
campus), the credentials
committee voted last week to
begin impeachment
proceedings against Huff
because he had missed four
meetings.
In other SGA business, a
constitutional amendment
which had been defeated was
reintroduced and defeated
again 15-10.
The amendment called for
senate approval of SGA
representatives to off-campus
functions, and was reintroduced because the vote on
(Continued on Page 5)

JAMS IAN performed Saturday night in Godwin Hall, along
with Tom Chapin. See Review, page 7.
Photo by Marti Thompson

3 seek Honor Council post
Presidential candidates desire awareness
By LYNDA EDWARDS
The three candidates for Honor Council
president believe that the council's problems
stem from lack of student awareness rather
than student apathy.
The candidates for council president are
Bob Snyder, Steve Driebe and Pete Nedry.
Voting will take place today in the post office
lobby from 9 a.m. to 4#p.m. All students may
voteElections today in Post Office lobby
"It's not that students aren't cooperative,"
Snyder said, "but the council needs to start a
publicity campaign, like posting copies of the
council's constitution in each dorm."
Snyder said he would like an honor pledge
printed on the back of student ID cards for
each student to sign. He suggested having
"subtle hints like classroom plaques that
might say 'A man is as good as his word.'"

"I would go over the constitution article by
article, revising it," Snyder said.
"The president should be responsible for
honor system orientation of new students and
faculty." he said. "That's not really going on
now. There's no system for it," he added.
Driebe believes that there were no major,
problems with the constitution although he is
"writing an entirely new constitution with
(Honor Council Advisory Board member)
Mary Losa."
Candidate. Driebe said, "One reason
students don't know about the Honor Council is
that its constitution is printed on page 59 of the
Student Handbook. Nobody ever reads that
far."
Driebe, an honor council coordinator and
former advocate, said his plans include giving
copies of the honor code to SGA senators, and
publicizing tjie council through letters,
possible Breeze articles, dorm meetings, and
(Continued on Page 10)

It's your
turn now,
Governor
The Virginia Senate
and House of Delegates
Monday passed bills to
change the name of
Madison College to
James
Madison
University.
Each house
had
previously approved the
name change in separate
but identical bills.
Monday, the House
passed the Senate version,
sponsored
by
Senator Nathan Miller,
and the Senate passed the
House bill, sponsored by
Del. Bonnie Paul.
The bills will now go to
Governor Mills Godwin
for his signature.

Volunteer army in trouble; mandatory service studied
ROTC teacher sees no problems
By MARK DAVISON
Some military manpower experts
claim the all-volunteer services experiment is a failure; others say it is a
success.
The instructor of Madison's oncampus Reserve Officer Training
Corps (ROTC) program, Capt. Donnie
Henley, thinks the program has
worked well.
"From my experience, the allvolunteer experiment has been
completely successful, he said. "In
my seven years in the Army. I've
■

never seen any trouble filling
positions, either highly technical or
otherwise, with highly motivated
people."
Henley was in.Germany when the
Army was converted to an allvolunteer force in 1973. Personnel
changes are slow to show up overseas,
Henley said, but when he returned to
the States, a few signs of the changes
were visable
The overall education level was
lowered, as a result of not drafting
(Continued on Page 5)
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Peace Corps might be option
Women toting M-16's? Men drafted
into the Peace Corps?
These are but a few of the
possibilities brought up in the debate
over the future of our all-volunteer
armed forces.
While experts argue over the
statistics, "US. News and World
Report" (Feb. 14, 1977) states, "the
voluntary recruiting program is
running into problems-and even
more*serious trouble lies ahead."
Some military experts and
lawmakers in Washington, D.C. say

that our all-volunteer service system
can be saved by pumping more money
into recruiting and pay scales. Others
say not.
The volunteer forces concept is a
"bothersome matter. We are now
having to spend 58 to 60 per cent of the
rr.-iita.-v dollar nr^personnel, and that
doesn't leaveloo much to buy all these
expensive weapons," said Senator
John Stennis (Dem.) of Mississippi,
chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee.
(Continued on Page 10)
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IRS authorized to use
social security numbers
By JOSEPH E. HOI.I IS and
KEVIN G. MILLER
Last of a series

Use of
Numbers

Social

Security

The new law gives IRS
authority to use taxpayers
social security numbers for
identifying purposes.
Although IRS has been
using social security numbers
for many years, there was
nothing specifically in the U.S.
tax Taws requiring or
authorizing such use. States
and political subdivisions can
also use social security
numbers for. identifying
purposes in connection with
laws or programs within their
authority.

Barbed wire-

' JFe ate oar hats.,.'
By BARBARA BURCH
(API) After being held
captive since late September,
the Madison College Boosters'
Club was released Feb. 11 by
the Viable Liberation Army
(VLA), in time for the last
home basketball game.
The club, whose absence
was noted by the Student
Government
Association
(SGA) only a week before
their rescue, was the object of
a major search by the SGA for
one week.
It was learned that the VLA
was holding the club for $600
ransom after SGA senators
pointed out the absence of the.
club in a senate meeting, Feb.
1.
Believing that the VLA was
holding the club in Richmond,
the SGA sent President Mike
Anestos and Treasurer Mike
Louden to the state capital as
undercover agents.
Louden and Anestos posed
as lobbyists before the
General Assembly while
attempting to learn of the
club's whereabouts.
Although their attempts to
find the club were unsuccessful, said Louden, "We
did get to testify before the
education committee, and two
bills which we opposed were
killed.''

<U

There are no apparent
reasons for the VLA's kidnapping of the club, or for why
the SGA did not notice the club
was missing before they did,
according to Louden. "We
didn't realize they weren't
around until we started
wondering where our money
was going. Suddenly their
absence occurred to us."
Other parts of campus,
however, noticed the club's
absence long before the SGA.
Local retailers of white hats
suffered great losses in
revenue, and Duke's Grill
reported that beer consumption on game nights was
cut to 2 minimum.
After a representative from
SGA was sent to VLA
headquarters with a letter
threatening to stop honoring
VLA requisitions, a note was
"mysteriously" left on First
Vice-President Mary Losa's
desk. The note told her where'
.she could find the club, she
said.
Losa informed campus
police, who located the
boosters' club in a Wetsel Seed
Co. warehouse on West Gay
Street.
"I can't understand why
nobody found us before now,"
said Joe Beamer, club
president. "We left a trail of

Breeze applications
Applications tor 1977-78 Breeze editor, managing
editor and business manager are now being accepted
Candidates are required to submit a typed application
indicating the desired position, personal qualifications
for the position, reasons they are applying and plans
they have for the position.
Applications must be received by 3 p.m. March 15.
They may be submitted or mailed to Roger Wells.The
Breeze, Communication Arts Department.
Candidates for The Breeze editor and managing
editor must have worked for The Breeze for at least one
semester in an editorial capacity, and must have taken
at least six hours of journalism courses, or their
equivalent.
Candidates for The Breeze business manager must be
familiar with The Breeze business organization and
must have taker. :>te&~l-9ix hours J. L^iness «wi7^3*
or their equivalent.
Candidates for editor will normally accept a 12-mouth
position. Otherwise, The Breeze publication board will
select a summer editor.
Final decisions will be made by The Breeze
publication board by April l
___________

white hats all the way from
campus, and we even tried to
tap into the carrier current
radio system to send a
message for help."
'
Beamer later learned that
the carrier current radio
station was neve* set up. "I
guess that's why we kept
getting static on the tin can we
plugged into the light socket in
the warehouse," he said.
It was also learned that a
note for help which the club
mailed was not opened
because it was addressed to a
Madison College rather than
James Madison University.
"We stopped answering all
out mail. that wasn't addressed to JMU a long time
ago," Louden said. "I mean,
we're going to have to
sometime, aren't we?"
"A lot happened while we
were gone," one club member
said. "You go to take a walk
from a college, and you come
back to a university."
-"Now we, too, can be
covered with ivy," Beamer
added.
After being reunited with,
their roommates,
club
members got together for the
traditional "boost" before the
basketball game Feb. 12.
"It's good to be back," a
club member said, "I've been
having d.t.'s"
Most club members,
however, declined to talk
about their experiences,
saying they were "just too
traumatic."
The Club members did
appear at the game, but they
did not wear their customary
white hats.
"We had to eat them when
we ran out of food," Beamer
said,adding
"I guess we
should try to come up^with a
little more class now that
we're JMU, anyway."
SGA
members
were
"ovtrjoyed" at the return of
the club, according to Louden
and Anestos.
"I've been trying to audit
them for weeks," Louden
said, "and haven't been able
to find'aTly~memoers: "'
In order to make up for
their absence, the club plans
to provide video transmission
of away games, Beamer said,
via a new type of transmission
which broadcasts the signal
(Continued on Page 5)

Subchapter S Corporations
(Effective for tax years
beginning after 12-31-76)
The new law permits the
number of shareholders to be
increased to 15 after the first
five years election of Subchapter S. If the number increases above 10 but not more
than 15 in the first five years
and this increase is due solely
to stockholders who inherited
their stock, then the additional
stockholders will be permitted.
' Now, jointly owned or
^community property stock
which is passed to the estate of
a deceased spduse is treated
as one sharehold.

Also, for the first time,
certain trust may be allowed
as shareholders in Sub S
Corporation. These trust are:
trust that are created
primarily to vote the stock
transferred to them; trust
that are treated as owned by
the grantor under the grantor
trust rules; and any trust that
receives stock under a will,
but only for 60 days after the
stock is transferred to the
trust.
Under the old law, the
admission
of
a
new
shareholder terminated the
Sub S election unless the new
sharehold affirmatively
consented to the election
Under the law now, the new
sharehold must affirmatively
act to discontinue the Sub S
election. This action must be
taken within 60 days of
becoming a new sharehold. If
the new sharehold is an estate,
then the action must be made
within 60 days after the earlier
date of the executor or administrator qualities or the
last day of the taxable year of
the corporation in which the
decedent died.
Editor's note:
Dr. llollis and Mr. Miller are
faculty members in the
Department of Accounting
and Finance, School of
Business. Madison College.
Both are Certified Public
Accountants.

Dubious dialogue
By
DEAN HONEYCUTT
1
The more one talks the
more one must realize that
there exist certain unalterable
rules-of-thumb which govern
the art of dialogue. The
example bejow graphically
illustrates a single premise of
prime importance; i.e..
people never mean what they
say.
"Dean. Dean. DEAN!"
Obvious overstatement.
. "Mmrumph. Shirklestip."
Typical
early-morning
vocabulary.
"Dean, wake up!" A
greeting as well as a command.
•Harrimph. Urgle. Huh?
Oh." Acknowledgement of
greetings and return of them.
; "C'mon. Wake up or you'll
be late for school." Indication

of consequences suffered from
oversleeping.
"I wanna sleep." Indication
of
personal
preference.
"Your coffee's getting
cold." Gentle persuasion.
"So am I." Typical sarcastic. remark containing no
particular meaning.
"C'mon, hurry up. It's
7:30." Concrete evidence of
pressing need to arise.
"Turn on the heat."
Reasonable request while also
providing opportunity • to
procrastinate.
"Turn on the HEAT? I'll do
better than that. I'll take your
covers off, that's what I'll do."
Either esoteric wit or idle
threat.
"Oh, Ma." Procrastination.
"No." Denial of any
(Continued on Page 9)

. . freedom ot the press Is one of the treat bulwarks of liberty, and can
never be restrained but by despotick governments." James Madison

EDITOR
RoRer Wells
MANAGING EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
Frank Rathbun
Ward Lancaster
The Breeze encourages letters to the editor on topics dealing with the
Madison College campus and community. All letters must be signed,
typed, and include phone and box number Letters may be addressed to
The Breeze. Z.rkle House Letters should b« no longer than 100 wordj.
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Readersforum J
'Concert possibilities limited'
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to
the many written putting the
Campus Program Board down
because of its lack of bringing
in good concerts.
First, there seems to be a
great deal of aversion to our
having brought in Harry
Chapin and Charlie Daniels'
Band. Both Chapin shows
played to packed audiences
and Charlie Daniels' was sold
out.
Second, all of the blame is
laid on the shoulders of the
CPB. Has anyone thought
about putting some of it where
it belongs? How about with
the bands you admire so
much? The thought doesn't
seem to occur to you that
bands such as Fleetwood Mac,
Boston, and Little Feat might
not want to play at Madison.
With schools such as UVA,
VPI, and William and Mary
nearby, all with coliseums,
not to mention the HamptonNorfolk, Richmond and D.C.
areas, why should these bands
want to play in a school
gymnasium?
Third, suppose one of
today's more popular bands
did come to Madison? Would
anyone be willing to pay up to
eight dollars to see them?
This is what would have to be
charged in order for the CPB
to come anywhere near
breaking even;
Lastly,
the
Student
Government Association is
asking
the
CPB
for
cooperation in putting on a
concert. They cannot even
handle a dance at the Auto
Auction. They want to take
care of all the plans and take

all the credit, yet they want us
to work the concert.
We don't think anyone
realizes all the work we put
into a show. We usually begin
set up at 1 p. m. Unloading the
trucks, set up, and sound
checks last until the people
are allowed in Godwin.
After
the
concert,
takedown and reloading the
trucks usually lasts until 1:30
a.m.

We do this willingly, but it
is getting more difficult with
all uH criticism we receive.
We admit we don't bring in
today's more popular bands,
but neither do we bring in no
names. We do deserve some
credit.
Carol Petr
Vikki Burchett
Editor's note:
Petr and
Burchett are CPB members

'Revolution on campus
facing final death throes9
To the Editor;
If the spirit of campus
revolution is not yet gone, then
it is in its final death throes.
Those who call for change
through revolt are shouting
into an empty valley and will
hear only a mute echo.
The higher education with
which we are involved is
among this country's greatest
assets, and it is a shame that
the student cannot become an
intrinsic part of it.
We remain outside. We
listen and occasionally we
learn. However, this is the
entire extent for we db not
respond.
Certainly, the school must
be at fault. We can cite antiquated course requirements
for the sake of even
distribution between
departments. We can cite the
quality of our educators who
are for the most part of the
highest order, but one rotten
apple...

Maoui/erie??

There are poor teachers
and, to quote one of them, they
"know who they are." Also,
we can blame the administration for its lack of
concern over all of this.
(Continued on Page 5)

SGA's behavior
shows negligence9
To the Editor:
In
regard
to
the
"Nighthawks" concert held
Feb. 10,1 would like to express
concern over the gross
negligence displayed by the
Student Government
Association in complying with
the terms of the contract into
which they entered with the
school for use of the Auto
Auction.
Their failure to clean the
Auto Auction after their
concert has caused problems
for other organizations on'
campus, putting them in a
position of financial jeopardy.
The SGA is supposedly the
highest organization
representing the student body.
Does it deserve to be? They
should have realized the
duties and obligations of
signing a contract. To assume
an interpretation of the
agreement in their own
personal
manner
was
ignorant and blatantly
unintelligent.
If the terms seemed vague,
they should have taken it upon
themselves to have them

clarified. Breach of contract
is serious business, and the
burden of default should be
borne solely by them.
The only fair thing they can
do is to reimburse the
organizations who subsequently find themselves
"out in the cold" for losses
and damages.
Let it be known that the
SGA was the first and only
organization this year to use
the Auto Auction and fail to
clean it to the satisfaction of
the owner. Congratulations,
SGA. You've finally done
something tangible for the
student body. This administration of students for
students has effectively
eliminated a
lucrative
economic resource.
The actions taken by the
SGA in this instance prove
their lack of ability and
adeptness to plan, coordinate
and direct a social function
such as a concert. The SGA
should never be allowed the
responsibility of sponsoring
such an event again.
Steve Nye

'Women's basketball deserves support'
To the Editor:
My wife and I have just
returned
from
visiting
Madison as part of the
women's
basketball
piogram's Parents Weekend.
Our daughter and her
teammates played a hardfought game to win over an
evenly matched Salsbury
State squad. The Duchesses
needed a victory, and they all
worked hard to achieve it.
They also needed the
support of the Madison
students attending the game.
This they didn't get! For two
years now we have observed
at Parents Weekend that the
student-section side of Godwin
seems almost completely
devoid of interest and support
for the women's team.
An enthusiastic, spirited,
supportive crowd of fans in
the stands can make a difference in athletic competition, but we have n^ver
seen Madison students "come
alive" at the women's games
we've attended.

"*r1»e
Duchesses,
both
varsity and junior varsity,
devote tremendous time and
energy to Madison.
They
deserve much more encouragement from the student
body than they received.
Their
victory
was

Madison's victory. How about
getting behind them with a
rousing, inspiring demonstration of enthusiasm for the
remainder of the season?
Dr. Carl J. Peter
Associate Professor
University of Kentucky

'SGA survey commended9
To the Editor:
I would like to applaud the
recent surveys distributed by
SGA senators to dorm
residents. This is the first
attempt I am aware of to
obtain direct sutdent body
opinion and response to
campus issues by the SGA.
The survey asked questions
about many controversial
issues on this campus, and
gave each participant the
chance to voice his feelings.
It covered areas such as
alcohol policy and entertainment facilities, and
asked for ideas on how to rid
Madison of the title, "suitcase
college."

Many dorm members I
consulted with were delighted
to fill out these surveys and
donate
their
personal
suggestions for improvement.
They, and I, feel the SGA is
showing true interest in the
thoughts and demands of the
student body by making this
effort.
I hope the SGA will take
note of its success in this area,
and produce more frequent
opinion surveys in the near
future. The chance for selfexpression on matters of
student affairs is most
welcome.
I anxiously await the next
student survey, and I hope the
SGA seriously considers the
students' well thought out
recommenda tions.

flJUTILT
rWOTTEK
434-1010
107 S. MAIN,

HARRISONBURG, VA.
\nter through the Village Pub or from municipal parsing lot into Palmer House rtestauranf
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Preventive
maintenance
practiced

Blood pressure
VICKI LAW tests Beth
Koywid's blood pressure
during the Circle K blood
pressure clinic held Wednesday and Thursday in the
campus center. Circle K
volunteers were trained by
members of the Madison
College biology department
and
members
of
the
llarrisonburg Rescue Squad.
The biology department also
loaned the equipment. About
200 people had their blood
pressure checked on Wednesday.
photo by Don Petersen

Civil liberties awareness promoted
By TOM JOYCE
What action could you take
if you were denied a job
because of your religious
belief? What recourse do you
have when you feel your civil
rights have been violated?
The answer could lie with
the Shenandoah Valley
Chapter of the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU) in
Harrisonburg.
Since its establishment in
November 1975, the local
ACLU, which represents the
cities of Harrisonburg, Luray,
Staunton, Waynesboro and
surrounding areas, has sought
to promote a high degree of
civil liberties awareness.
According
to
Brian
Delaney, chairman of the
Shenandoah Valley A CLU.the
organization primarily serves
as a "watchdog" for basic
human rights as defined by
the U.S. Constitution.
These rights include
freedom of speech and
assembly, due process of law,
and equality before the law, in
addition to the freedoms of
press and religion. Since its
founding in 1920, the national
ACLU has attempted to
protect these rights by
providing representation in
test court cases and by opposing repressive legislation.
Since its inception, the
Shenandoah Valley ACLU has
received 20-25 requests for
aid, according to Delaney.
When a request is made the
local chapter reviews the
prospective case and forwards it to the state ACLU if
they feel it has merit. Local
requests must ultimately be
considered by the state ACLU,
according
to
Delaney,
"because they supply the
1UUUL

funds for litigation."
If the case is elevated to the
state level, it is examined by
an ACLU legal panel which
determines (a) if there is
indeed a civil rights violation
involved, (b) if the case has a
good chance in court, and (c)
if the case is precedential.
Should the matter meet
these criteria, it is then
submitted to the ACLU's state
board of directors who render
the final decision. If accepted,
the case is assigned to a
"cooperating
attorney,"
usually a member of the
ACLU.
who
provides

representation without cost to
the plaintiff.
Tne Shenandoah Valley
ACLU currently maintains a
membership of about 60
persons. Faculty members
from various area colleges
are the bulk of the membership, although students are
encouraged to join. According
to Delaney, student dues are
somewhat less than the
amount normally charged for
membership. "Students on a
limited income pay $5 in dues
per year," Delaney said.
In addition to offering legal
assistance for civil rights

cases, the local ACLU seeks to
function as an educational
organization by giving film
presentations and lectures.
Delaney
sees
the
Shenandoah Valley ACLU as
providing a useful function in
the Harrisonburg community.
"Civil rights are common to
all citizens," he said;
"therefore, everyone should
be concerned about their
protection."

The Fabric Shop

Come join the fun at

157 N. Main St.

Oak Manor Stables

Harrisonburg, Va. 22801

We offer:
Horseback riding (with
supervision). Nice, quiet
horses . Beautiful countryside.
P.E. and INTERCOLLEGIATE
PROGRAMS "
call: 234-8101 or 885-3365
trail rides - $6.00 each
block riding - single ride $6.00
5 rides $30.00
10 rides $55.00

Seniors and Graduate Students are
encouraged to apply for

Madison College practices
Rreventive maintenance" of
campus buildings to guard
against "major problems,"
according to William Merck,
assistant vice-president for
business affairs.
The preventive maintenance program is "divided
into different areas," he said,
with several people responsible for reporting problems
or helping correct them.
Students, custodians,
residence hall staff, building
and grounds personnel, official inspectors, Madison's
safety coordinator, campus
police and Merck himself are
all a part of the preventive
program, he said.
Dick
Garber,
safety
coordinator for Madison, is
responsible for reporting
problems to the correct
people,
recommending
changes
in
unsafe
procedures,
making
scheduled checks of all
campus buildings and keeping
track of new laws involving
safety and equipment.
He often works with the
Occupational Safety and
Health
Administration
(OSHA)
branch
in
Harrisonburg, which often
makes unannounced inspections, according to
Merck.
/
(Continued on Page 9)
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Volkswagen - Honda Cars
Make a Clean Sweep
of 1977 (U.S.A.) E.P.A. Mileage Tests (MPG)

1st Place: Honda CVCC Car 5-Speed

54 «Bfc

2nd Place: Volkswagen Rabbit Diesel

52 *•&

3rd Place: Honda CVCC Car 4-Speed

50 «£

HEAD RESIDENT
POSITIONS

Front Wheel
Drive
The
Neil Best
thing lo
Fo«r Wheel

Opportunities for:

LIVE MUSIC!
Rock
Mon

Drue'
Rabbit:

-Development of Staff

[he New Faithful
More Volkswagen from Volkswagen

lUtccCVCC
Honda 5 Speed
"What The World It Coming To

-Application of Counseling Skills

For as long as the EPA has been testing cars. SO miles per gallon has been
a mag'ic number, a record to shoot tor Like 60 home runs or 'he 4 minute
mile

-Creative Planning and Management

Now these 3 tine cars are the tirst and only cars to do what many though)
impossible (Whoelse has brofctn the JO MPG Barrier') Incidentally the
first three places are all Front Wheel Dnv« Automobiles

Candidates with residence halls staff
experience preferred Salary $1800-

Congratulations to the 54 M P C Honda Civic CVCC S speed Mighty
Honda the National mileage champion (or the fourth consecutive year

"Don't Gar Futhmd Around

Makm Sura Your Nmxt

-jamr*—*•*•

College Nite

3700 for nine months

30c draft
•1.75 pitcher

Contact the Office of Residence Halls
102 AlumnaeHall
c/.''.-*rvr ■rTV"?.'. (•■/■'. ./v.'/ArV/ •»'» •'»/ .";'».">'/ v/.v/i-.v.-.

i
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taro.
Authorized HONDA ■ VOLKSWAGEN Dealer
«OUTE II. SOUTH, STAUNTON
Phone Me-mr or *«] it 10

N C Dlr IWO
Open Daily I lo I. All Day Saturday
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SGA might i mpeach senator; passes revisions
(Continued from Page 1)
the motion was not recorded,
according to Lynn White,
constitutional revisions
committee chairman.
The motion would allow the
senate to know when it will be
represented and by whom.
White said. It will also allow
any senators who wish to
attend off-campus functions
as representatives of SGA to
do so. with the approval of the
senate.
The executive council
members usually attend offcampus functions as the official SGA representatives.
White said.
Some senators raised the
objection that the senate does
not know when the executive
council goes somewhere until
they return.
No senators were sent to

Richmond to lobby before the
General Assembly, said Doug
Wesson (off campus), adding,
"I did not know they went
until I read it in The Breeze."
A committee for student
lobbying had been discussed
in the senate. Wesson said;
however, "nothing was heard
about it" until the Madison
lobby group returned from
Richmond.
The executive council
members are the elected
representatives of the student
body, according to Greg
Hodge (off campus), and
therefore should represent
students at off-campus functions.
The senate should not have
to vote every time the
executive council goes
somewhere, Second Vice
President Mike DeWitt said. If

QATSBYS
FRIDA Y&SA TURDA Y

MIRAGE
SUNDAY NIGHT

TUNDRA
29-33 S. Liberty

433-9500

OPEN TIL
2am

9.5 High * WERNER'S

*—

Party Package Store
Cigarettes carton all brands.
3.13
Blue Ribbon 1V% gal, Party Keg...13.95
Schmidt's 12 pk
2.49
Stroh'sl2pk
2.49
Old Mil 12 oz bottles 6 pk
1.49
Old Mil ret cane
.....4.79
Doughnuts Honey-dipped & Sugar
reg99e Special 79edoz
Jelly Rolls
reg 59c Special 3/$l
Eggs Grade A x-large
89edoz
Esskay Sausage farm style*.
69e
Coke-7-Upqts...
3/99c
Chef Boy-ar-dee frozen pizzas
99c
Fresh Orange Juice qts
59c
Boones Farm all flavors
1.39
Siefert Liebfraumilch German import
•
1.79
GalloPinkChablis
1.39
Andre ChampagneP&W cold.
1.99
79
IcelOlbs
•
°
Monday ISight Only Special
Pru W IQQQ/UPf'.W&Jfkvt* •.'.-.' ■ • • • • • • ••• • >* 1*3.9

the interest exists and
senators
want
to
go
somewhere, they can, he
added.
There is a communication
gap between the senate and
the executive council, DeWitt
said, and no attempts to
narrow the gap have been
made by either group.
If the executive council
were concerned about keeping
in touch with the senate, he
said, such problems would not
occur. Therefore, he added,
an amendment to the constitution is not really
necessary.

The time element involved
in the decision by the
executive council to go to
many functions would make it
impossible for the senate to
approve the trip before they
go, DeWitt said. If the
executive council could not go
without senate approval, he
said, the date for the trip
might pass before the senate
could act on it.
A constitutional revision
passed by the SGA changed
the senate attendance policy
to allow for two unexcused
absences from committee
meetings to count as one

ROTC sees no problems
(Continued from Page 1)
college graduates,
according to Henley.
But
since the initial decrease the
education level seems to have
come back up to its previous
level, Henley said.
The time might be conducive to an all-volunteer
force, said Henley, because
young people are being more
realistic in their view toward
the military, and many see it
as a viable alternative to the
civilian job market.
But, if statistics do reflect

the failure of the all-volunteer
concept, and this nation does
again conscript its youth, "the
draft should be applied
equally
to
everyone,"
Henley said.
Whether there is another
draft, or if women take up
arms, Henley's responsibilities will remain the
same. "It is my job, as an
officer in the Army, to make
sure personnel, be they men
or
women,
drafted or
volunteers, are willing to do
their job," Henley said.

'Revolution near end 9
(Continued from Page 3)
We can also blame ourselves. The college education
in America has become, for a
good number of people, no
more than a necessary
precursor for a career which
puts money in your pockets
without putting calluses on
your hands. "

r:

When this is the primary
goal, quality in education is
forced to take a back seat. If
students care little about
quality, nobody will.
In addition to the obvious
victims, there are some
people who cannot get into
Madison who could have taken
better advantage of such an
oDDortunity. Perhaps some
people who may be wasting
space should try to find the
roots of a problem before they
place blame on the wrong
shoulders.
Michael McAlice

Be most loving one to
another. Burn away,
wholly for the sake of
the Well-Beloved, the
veil of self with the
flame of the undying
Fire, and with faces,
joyous and beaming
with light, associate
with your neighbor.
Baha'u'llah

Noah's Ark Pets
and Plant Shop
* special order at no extra charge
* 10% off complete aquarium setups
* affordable prices
_
r
125
W.
Water
New Store Hours
Tues. and Wed.-io a.m.-* p.m.
Thurs. and Fri.-10 a. m.-8 p.m.

Sun. and Mon.-Closed
Sat- 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

B

g^i —

THE

after 6pm

$1.49

GOLD

Salad, Garlic Bread
,&

All the Spaghetti you can eat
plus
FREE Of. of Beer w/Madison ID

L--JL£££E§£AX»-J

senate absence. .
Whether an absence is
excused is left to the
discretion of the committee
chairman, White said. The
motion was amended to read
that decisions by chairmen
may "be appealed to the
credentials committee.
Under powers and duties of
the senate, a subpoint was
added to give the senate sole
power
to
introduce
resolutions. Previously, the
executive council was allowed
to introduce resolutions.
Another subpoint, giving
the senate power to resolve
conflicts
between
the
president and the chairman
pro-tern in committee appointments by a two-thirds
vote was defeated.
The powers and duties of
the SGA president were
amended to include that "heshe shall serve on The Breeze
publication board." The
Breeze charter calls for three
SGA members to be on the
board.
Other revisions were of a
clarifying nature, to make the
constitution grammatical or
to adjust to changes in administrative titles.
The SGA voted to accept
the results of a survey taken
by Tom Floyd (Ikenberry) as
the "official opinion of the
student body."
Three-fourths of the surveys have been tabulated,
said Floyd, who asked that the
results be presented to
President Ronald Carrier by
SGA President Mike Anestos.
Mary Losa, first vice
president, reported that she
has met with department
heads concerning the Honor
Council, and that they were
"very cooperative" in wanting to help students implement the honor system, but
feel that the students have to
strengthen it.
Losa proposed the the SGA
parliamentarian be in charge
of the Honor Council elections,
and that the SGA allocate
funds for the Honor Council to
present a program at freshman orientation on the
Madison honor system.

'We ate
our hats...'
(Continued from Page 2)
through walls and shows the
picture over the mirrors in all
dormitories, in conjunction
with WMRA-FM.
This broadcast technique
has been successful at Old
Dominion University, Beamer
said, and an ODU student has
sold the rights to the Boosters'
Club for $6,000. It will be used
for the first time during the
ODU-Madison basketball
game to played in Norfolk.
The only drawback to the
system, Beamer said, is that
the transmission frequently
picks up persons standing in
front of their mirrors.
An ODU student was
charged with violating
"contemporary community
standards" when her naked
body was transmitted across
the state as she combed her
hair out after a shower,
Beamer said.
"I don't think we'll have too
much to worry about that," he
said, "People are pretty
liberal around here."
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Campus comments
By ANN MARIE BLIZZARD
Should college Students be
required to meet basic course
requirements such as those
imposed by the Basic Studies
and
General
Studies
programs here? Why or why
not?
John Merritt (Senior)
"I don't think as many
basic studies such as P.E.

have less of them and more
for your major A lot of them
are irrelevant to your major."

use them. Personally. 1 can't
wait to get through with them
so I can get into the stuff that
interests me. like my major."

John Hubley (Junior)
"I think they should be
required, but students should
be free in choosing the different areas.**

("■rover Barrett (Freshman)
"I think they ought to be
optional so that you can take
them if you want."

Steve Lough (Junior)
"I think there should be
some amount of basic studies,
but shouldn't be so many in
English and in history. You
should be able to devote more
to your major."

Barbara Thresher (Freshman)
"I think they should,
because they give you a
broader field of knowledge;
you know what's going on in
other fields."
JOHN MERRITT
taking all math courses
because that won't get you
anywhere. You need English
and others for a complete
education and background in
other things."

DAVID HUFFER
should be required because
you get that in high school.
You should get more
specialized things in college."
David lluffer (Sophmore) . "They shouldn't.
English would be a good one
but all the others are a waste
of time. I think you should get
more work done in your
major."
Lynne Piazza (Sophmore)
"I think they should, but

Jim Page (Junior)
"Yeah, there should be
some. A lot of them, such as
fine arts, aren't really
worthwhile and detract from
time that could be used to
fulfill your major."
LYNNE PIAZZA
Suzanne Kukla (Sophmore)
"Yes. but you should be
allowed more of a choice in
the classes."
Mike Chiappinalli (Senior)
• "Yes. I think it's important
to get a complete education.
You can't get that just by

Abbey Lawrence (Senior)
"I have mixed feelings.
There shouldn't be if you are
serious about the education in
the areas you want to study;
yet, you need a wide range of
abilities and knowledge."
Cathy Roberson (Freshman)
"No. 'cause you'll never

Becky Waggy (Freshman)
"Yeah. I think they should
because you get a broader
experience in different
fields."
Laurie Marcrum (Junior)
"Yeah. I guess so because
they give you an overall
education of the general

JOHN HUBLEY
studies They'help you learn
more things than just your
major."
Debbie Svec (Junior)
"Yes. there should be. By
taking themyou find out about
more things that you might
not have ever been interested
in than if you didn't take
them."

'Subs-n*s tuff9 new way to advertise
An off-campus sandwich
shop near San Jose State U. is
trying a novel method of
advertising. It has offered to
donate three per cent of its
gross sales to the Associated
Students.
The owner of the Subs-nStuff says he believes that by
donating the money he would
normally spend on advertising
h^ can generate good will and
"word-of-mouth advertising

among the students. .
Once they were assured
that there were no strings
attached to the money.
Associated Students officers
gladly accepted. .
But competitors of the new
shop question the business
strategy of the deal. "If I
were the Associated Students
I'd take the money too," says
one.
"They (Subs-rvStuff)
must be nuts."

HONOR IS IMPORTANT
I believe there are significant,
concrete objectives to increase
awareness of an institution basic
to academic and personal integrity

-whenever possible make the
honor advisory board
meetings open to the public
-constitutional revisions to plug
loopholes and eliminate
conflict of interest which
undermines the honor system
-report regularly to the SGA
-cooperate with The Breeze
to insure newspaper coverage
and encourage letters
-hdve a/Thonor council'members
speak at dorm meetings

Pete Nedry Honor Council President Vote Today

r
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'Ian ^talented performer'
'Overcomes 'girl with guitar9 image'

SINGER-SONGWRITER Janis Ian played piano and guitar
while performing in Godwin Hall Sturday. She was accompanied by a four-piece band. Tom Chapin performed
before Ian.
Photo by Mark Thompson

By DWAYNE YANCEY
Many people probably went
to the Janis Ian concert in
Godwin
Hall
Saturday
knowing her only as the
creator of the 1975 hit "At
Seventeen."
By the time they left,
however, they had seen Ian
prove herself a talented
performer who belied the
stereotyped "girl with guitar"
image.
Tom Chapin's opening act,
his second appearance at
Madison College, was a breez y
interlude which prepared the
crowd for the markedly different atmosphere of Ian's
performance.
Chapin established an easy
rapport with the audience,
encouraging them to clap or
sing along. He was a stark
contrast to Ian who assumed
the stage with a distant and
almost disarming air and once
asked the "row of Polaroids
and instamatics in front of the
stage"to let her "have just
one song without pictures,
please." after cheerfully
striking poses for all the
amateur photographers.
Several light and humorous
numbers highlighted Chapin's
brief set while Ian's were
nearly all serious and

9

'British folk-rock largely ignored
By GARY FUNSTON
The field of music known as
British folk-rock has been
largely ignored by American
audiences.
The reason may be that
many . British albums are
imports, and subsequently are
hard to find and high-priced.
However, those who pursue
these albums will be rewarded
with some unique and
beautiful music.
Two groups long in the
vanguard of the British
electric folk movement are
eeleye Span and Fairport
lonvention—now
simply
Fairport". Both bands have
ntly released new albums

of very different content.
Steeleye Span's "Rocket
Cottage" (Chrysalis 1123) is
obviously the more traditional
of the two and decidedly the
better. Steeleye has always
effectively combined heavily
traditional material with a
very electric rock sound, and
"Rocket Cottage" is no exception.
Lead singer Maddy Prior's
piercing vocals immediately
demand attention as do the
four- and five-part harmonies
that characterize Steeleye's
'sound. The six-man group also
includes two guitars, fiddle,
bass and drums.
The selections include a

chilling anti-war tune called
"Fighting for Strangers," and
obligatory songs about witches, drunkards, and murderers.
At the other end of the
British folk scene is Fairport,
whose various incarnations
have recorded 12 albums.
Fairport Convention was
founded in 1968 in part by bass
[(layer Ashley Hutchings, who
eft after two albums to form
Steeleye Span, and is now
recording on his own.
For their newest album,
"Gottle 0' Geer" (Island
9389), Fairport dropped the
"Convention" from their
(Continued on Page 8)

sometimes tragic confessions.
While Chapin was a
gregarious entertainer, Ian
preferred to become Involved
with the audience, spilling her
soul out to them through such
introspective panoramas as
"Jesse" and "WaterccJors."'
With superb backing from
an extremely tight band, Ian
built the concert to a wellcalculated climax-beginning
with her acoustic guitar and
moving to piano and later

sometimes tense feeling
during her stint at the
keyboard.
This was especially true as
the energy built up into the
synthesizer break on "Miracle
Row," only to have it suddenly
stop and the piano venture
alone into the chilly "Maria."
As the last notes of
"Maria" hung cautiously in
the air, Ian astounded all by
launching into "Let Me Be
I-onely." a radical departure

'has gained
confidence and ability1
electric guitar.
When she
returned to acoustic guitar for
"At Seventeen," it hit with
even greater intensity than it
did on record.
Ian began strong, opening
with "When the Party's
Over,"
with
Barry
Lazorowitz's drums echoing
beneath her guitar and then
going quickly into "I Love the
Man You Are In Me," a
subdued song penetrated by
her haunting vocals.
With the lights low and
focused on Ian, Jeff Layton's
whining electric guitar
seemed to soar in from the
shadows. Layton's guitar was
to reappear throughout the
evening, always at the right
moments and always clear
and precise-never overpowering the music but
carefully refining it
The full band had its first
chance to shine when Ian
moved to the piano.
Stu
Woods demonstrated a fine
bass on "In the Winter" and,
as in other songs, was able to
bridge the gap between rhythmic and melodic bass lines.
Lazorowitz seemed to be at
his best here, pulling the band
together around a single beat
and then breaking into
restrained but spirited improvisations when least expected.
Ian's honest and crystalline
vocals combined with the
band to create an uneasy and

from her past songs, with her
electric guitar sounding
faintly like the standard
rhythms the Doobie Brothers
employed so many times on
"Long Train Running" and
"China Grove.'".
Claire Bay, who seemed for
the most part to be extra
baggage on assorted percussion instruments, joined
with Ian's vocal to create an
excellent and sparkling
harmony..
The energy was soon
channelled into another tense
ballad, "Sunset of Your Life."
Bathed in white light, Ian
seemed to stand alone in front
of the background of red
lights, as if it really were a
sunset she was trying vainly
to forestall.
The gently savage "At
Seventeen" was her final
song, and with the tension still
unresolved, Ian was called
back for two encores.
This is the second time
around for Janis Ian. A 15
year-old prodigy in 1965 with
"Society's Child," Ian was
unable to produce a follow-up
and fell into oblivion. .
Now, 27 -and older and
wiser, Ian has gamed the
confidence and ability needed
to direct and use a band as the
vehicle for her material.
That may be the difference
between just a "girl with
guitar" and Janis Ian.

Boston concert displays group's excellence'
By CUTCH ARMSTRONG
On Feb. 11, the popular
rock group Boston played to a
crowd of more than 8,000 at
William and Mary Hall in
Williamsburg. Joined by REO
Speedwagon. and Starcastle,
the group put on a gratifying
show that was disappointingly
short.
Madison would be quite
receptive to a Boston concert
in Godwin Hall. Boston's
performance
made it easy-tcs^*. ni^the"
group Is currently at the top of
the rock heap. Promoting the
double platinum debut album,
"Boston," with their first
national tour, the group
demonstrated faithful
reproduction of the album's
songs.
Along with many of these
s\ popular tunes, they integrated '
»VWW\1rW4'WMfc'»*H-»»tWi»

repertoire. These songs will
be packaged into another
album due later this year. The
band can expect great success
with their forthcoming release
as it is quite similar in content
to "Boston."
The band is the brainchild
of former Polaroid engineer

and MIT graduate Tom
Scholz. He plays a sensational
lead guitar and stood stage
right of lead vocalist Brad
Delp during the concert. Delp,
at center stage, provides
precise, high-pitched vocals
as well as playing guitar for
many songs.

Bass player Fran Sheehan
and drummer Sib Hashian
provide occasional flurries of
frenzy. They are not exceptional musicians, but they
get the job done. Barry
Goudreau, the other guitarist,
nearly approaches Scholz'
outstanding sound. When

Musical portrays, medieval Spanish life
A costumed musical
rrjwation of life in the royal
court of thirteenth century
Spain will be presented here
on Feb. 28.
The Waverly Consort will
perform a collection of folk
legends recounting the
miracles accomplished by the
Virgin Mary, entitled "Las
Cantigas de Santa Maria."
'Six costumed "musicians

struments of the era, including a cornetto or wooden
trumpet, a recorder or
medieval flute, and a Turkish
fiddle.
Among other early Instruments included in their
collection are a Moorish
guitar: a Turkish oud; a
shawn,- an ancestor of the
oboe: and a psaltery, an
*an<*stdr bf the* atiterferp'

instruments have Europeanfolk, Christian, and Moslem
influences.
»
Melodies and rhythms of
the songs range from secular
to sacred, and compliment the
troubadour-narrator's stories
of the miracles of the Virgin
Mary.
The concert begins at 8
*p.m\ nt WHsdn Wutoriimi. L

Scholz sits down at the organ,
it is Goudreau who leads the
band's direction with crisp
and interesting scales.
Tom Scholz is a low-keyed
musician, but it is difficult to
ignore him with his overbite,
glittered sneakers and distinct
musical ability. He played
many terrific guitar licks that
made it appear that his Les
Paul guitar was plugged into
an electric can opener.
At one^point he held only
the neck "of his instrument
while seemingly casting a
magic spell on the strings with
his other hand. Things of this
nature brought the already
excited crowd to their feet.
Playing in front of. a
flourescent
backdrop
exhibiting their logo—an
inverted guitar resembling a
ffyWig' space' Ship'— Bbstojg

Pfl^jiJH^ BREEZEUftiday. Eebruarv^

British folk-rock

Education critics challenged
(IP.)- President John G.
Kemeny of Dartmouth College
has challenged both the logic
and the facts of critics who are
asking whether a college
education is a good investment.
Kemeny recently said he
was "greatly puzzled" by how

commentators could
measure, as some news media
have claimed to have done,
future life-time earnings of
college graduates, particularly those purporting to
estimate that the life-time
income advantages of recent
college graduates over non-

Wilbur Harnsberger dies
Wilbur Trout Harnsberger,
Jr., founder and head of the
Madison College geology
department, died Monday
after an apparent heart attack.
Mr. Harnsberger was 56.
He had headed the geology
department since founding it
in 1956.
He received his
bachelor's and master's
degrees from the University

of Virginia and was formerly
a fuels geologist for the state.
Surviving are his wife,
mother and three children.
In lieu of flowers, the
family requests contributions
be made to a scholarship fund
for geology majors. Checks
should be made payable to the
Madison College Foundation
and sent to the Public Affairs
Office, Madison College.

college graduates have
dropped four per cent, from 11
percent in 1969 to seven per
cent in 1974.
"I put it to you that no one
can possible guess that sort of
thing any closer than perhaps
zero to 50 per cent," he said.
"As a matter of fact, one
criterion of a good liberal
education is the fact that we
try to teach our students not to
accept such nonsense."
Financial advantage is not
the basic purpose of attending
college,
he said. "I really
look with horror upon the
language of financial investment being applied to a
college education. If carried
to its logical conclusions, I
suppose the Wall Street
Journal would have to start
listing colleges with their
'price earning ratios' based on
comparisons of costs and
financial reward."

(Continued from Page 7)
name because no members
are left from the original
froup which once included
andy Denny, Ian Mathews
and Richard Thompson.
"Gbttle 0' Geer" is for the
most part an unremarkable
effort, containing only two
traditional numbers. It does,
however, boast the fine fiddle
playing of Dave Swarbrick.

Hanson reviews, acts as consultant
Dr.
David
Hanson,
professor of psychology at
Madison College, recently
participated as a consultant in
a major review of the training
programs at the school of
education at the University of
Pennsylvania.
Hanson was responsible for
evaluation of the graduate
program
in
school

The Illinois-based band is
made up of some of the ugliest
people in the music world.
Musicwise, they played
complex tunes that stayed
interesting and avoided a busy
droning sound. Their light
show was more than
adequate, containing a

revolving chipped mirror as
well as many strobe lights. As
a whole, the band members
performed quite well and
were very popular with the
audience.
R.E.O. Speedwagon, a
California rock group, was
surprisingly good and
depended on rampant guitar

74 W. Markets*.
Harrlionburg, V«.

work. Their lead guitarist—a
Peter Frampton look alike—
was flawless throughout
R.E.O.'s turn at bat. The band
was not fancy and generally
relied on their old faithfuls to
get them through.
Although their vocals were
usually inaudible, they too
pleased the crowd.

Featuring the lotett in Anwicon and
EuropMn Layer Stow Cutting Detignt
for man and woman. Uaing all of
IMAGE profottional hair product!
Matter Charge. tonkAmericard
wekome.
.

for appointment coil

434-1617

Midway Arco- Grocery
Beer
Snacks ■ Soft Drinks
Next to Campus on Main St.

Speed Reading

«SgS««««ttttSncsal

AP
Stroh'sBeer 6 pk 1.49
Pepsi cold 16oz 8/99* &dep.
Lettuce 2 heads for 89*
Florida Oranges 15 for 89*
Mon-Sat 9-9

Course To Be
Taught In

Sun 107

Harrisonburg

3rd Annual

Winter Dance
briLLiant
Lure
to capture the
heart of your love...

from our
exciting collection
of diamond sqlitaires.

In a wide range
of styles and prices.
FROM$ 195"
_

DIAMONDS ARC

&&
at the
SHERATON INN
Saturday Feb. 26
8PM-1
Music by Swift Kick
$6.00 per couple
sponsored by AXPfraternity-

THE GIFT OF LOVE •

tickets available at office
\J MOMS

psychology.
Hanson has been involved
in
training
school
psychologists for 10 years and
was a practicing school
psychologist for seven years.
He is a charter member of the
National Association of School
Psychologists and is licensed
to practice psychology in
Virginia and Pennsylvania.

Wayne's
Hairstylinft

'Concert displays Boston 9s excellence9
(Continued from Page 7)
opened with "Rock and Roll
Band," and included "More
Than A Feeling" and
"Foreplay—Long Time" in
the set.
Their encore was an exciting new song, "Television
Politician." Their one and a
half hour show contained a
good but not elaborate light
show that seemed to emphasize the band as a whole
with infrequent spotlighted
soloists.
Starcastle, a progressive
rock band, whose sound
resembles that of Yes, opened
the rock and roll affair. They
concentrated on solos, with
the most impressive ones
coming from keyboard man
Herb Schmit.

and
some
interesting
arrangements of otherwise
dull tunes.
Purists may want to look to
some of the older recordings
by both Steeleye and Fairport,
such as Steeleye's "Please to
See the King" and Fairport's
"Unhalfbricking." These
albums rank among the finest
examples of electric folk
music.

or at the door

The U.S. Reading Lab is
offering their famous speed
reading course to a limited
number of qualified people
here in the Harrisonburg
area. The average person who
completes this course can
read 5-8 times faster, and with
substantially improved
comprehension and better
concentration.
This famous course has
taught many thousands' of
people to read over one
thousand words per minute
with the ability to understand
and retain what they have
read much more effectively.
Average graduates can read
most novels in less then one
hour. In rare instances speeds
of up to twenty times faster
have been documented.
For complete details about
this famous speed reading
course, be sure to attend one
of the free one hour orientation lectures that have been
scheduled. These lectures are
open to the public above age 13
(persons under 18 should be
'-

accompanied by a parent, if
possible) and the course will
be explained in complete
detail, including class
schedules, instruction
procedures and a tuition that
is much less than similar
courses. '
These meetings will be held
at the Sheraton Inn at the
intersection of Interstate 81
and Route 33 on Monday
February 28 at 6:30 and 8:30
p.m., Tuesday March 1 at 6:30
and 8:30 p.m., Wednesday
March 2 at 6:30 and 8:30 p.m.,
Thursday March 3 at 6:30 and
8:30 p.m., Friday March 4 at
6:30 and 8:30 p.m.
AND
TWO
FINAL
MEETINGS ON SATURDAY
MrtRCH 5 AT 1:30 AND 3:30
P.M.
Classes are limited and
class places will be filled on a
first come first served basis
only. Be sure to attend the
earliest meeting possible to
insure a class place. Group
rates are availible upon
request.
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Dubious dialogue
(Continued from Page 2)
request and a gesture of
authority.
"Bmskuquistred." Denial
of gesture of authority.
"Up." Logical statement of
problem at hand.
"All right." Surrender of
personal preference.
"What are you doing?
Dean! Leggo of that thermostat!" Establishment of
authority.
"YouYe nuts.. I'm cold."
Accusation, statement of fact,
and rebellion.
"I'll break your arm."
Ridiculous threat.
"Ma. the house is cold,
therefore I am cold. Since the
house is cold, and I am cold, I
am going to turn up the
thermostat so as to provide
myself with a source of heat to
alleviate my present unfavorable condition." Utter
logic.
"I am hot, and the rest of
the country is freezing, so get
your hands off the - ther\ mostat." Utter logic.
"If you are hot, you can
take off your sweater. If the
country is cold, let its

populace don one. However. I
cannot put anymore clothes on
at the moment because I am
going to take a shower."
Factual account of circumstances, while also serving as a meansof keeping the
heat on for a longer period of
time.
"I'm your mother. Turn it
off." Subtle scare tactics.
"I'm your son, and at the
moment I have control of the
thermostat. If you wish to
contest this matter, you must
forcibly remove me from this
spot. And we all know that we
are really too tired to fight this
early in the morning."
Convincing argument to the
extent that laziness is a
dominating characteristic in
our family.
"You are an abomination to
the
National
Forensic
League." Surrender of personal preference and admission of greater earlymorning intelligence on my
part.

By THERESA BEALE
Madison's visiting scholars
program is designed to
"augment the educational
program of the college,"
according to Dr. Louis G.
Locke, professor of English.
The program "provides
intellectual stimulus to both
students and faculty by
bringing academic celebrities
to the campus and enriching
our formal classroom instruction," Locke said.
Locke is chairman of
Madison's visiting scholars
committee which is composed
of four faculty members and
four students.
Madison will host nine
visiting
scholars
this
semester. Spring 1977 will
provide Madison's most extensive visiting scholars
program, Locke said, with six
of the nine scholars staying at
Madison all day.
Each scholar will give one
public lecture and then make
appearances in classes

Metalsmiths exhibit profs work
An art work by Ron
Wyancko, assistant professor
of art at Madison College, is
part of a metalsmiths'
exhibition at the Phoenix
Museum of Art in Phoenix,
Arizona.
The work, a silver box
decorated with enamel and

HA THA YOGA An Introduction
An 8 week course look into the
fundamentals of Hat ha Yoga,
■deep breathing
lass times:
•warming
Thurs. 24th - 7-7:30 or 7:30 - 9
•conditioning
movements

Madison hosts visiting scholars

Godwin Hall, Wrestling Room
Class finish April 21

Due to incorrect ad,
registration will be taken
Thurs. 24, or Mar. 2
make-up time available
Anne Harris - Instructor

Phone:
1-477-2398
Wear loose clothing!

hematite, will also be
exhibited at the University of
Washington this summer. The
metalsmiths, exhibit is
sponsored by the Society of*
North American Goldsmiths
and the National Endowment
for the Arts.

MARCH 18-25

• Art
• Dance
• Music
• Theatre
See brochure or watch the
Breeze for specific events, times,
and locations

is composed of the presidents
of the 20 member colleges in
Virginia.
The visiting scholars
committee also
makes
arrangements to entertain the
speakers. The Percy Warren
Honor Society has helped with
publicity, according to Locke..
Members of the visiting
scholar committee, include:
Dr. Janet Mills and Dr.
Marilyn Crawford, physical
education department; Dr.
Elizabeth Neatrour, foreign
languages department; WT.
Harnsberger, Jr., geology
department; and students
Renee
Wenger,
Karen
Keating, Linda Morrissette
and Deborah Schwab.

'Theatre Behind the Curtain ;
German address to be presented
"Theatre Behind the
Curtain:
Contemporary
Drama in the German
Democratic Republic" will be
the topic of a lecture to be
given at Madison College Feb.
28.
The address will be given
by Dr. Herbert Lederer,
professor of German and head
of the department of Germanic and Slavic languages
at the University of Connecticut.

A recipient of Austria's
Cross of Honor First Class for
Arts and Letters, Dr. Lederer
is the author of "Fruhe
«edichte
von
Arthur
Schnitzler" and the co-author
of "Reference Grammar of
the German Language."
Dr. Lederer's lecture is
scheduled to begin at 2 p.m. in
the Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre
of the Duke Fine Arts
Building.

Preventive maintenance used
(Continued from Page 4)
Among the other inspections of the campus is one
by the state fire marshal!, who
inspects campus buildings
once a year.
The Rockingham County
Health Department pays
unannounced visits to the
dining hall to inspect for
compliance with health
regulations. Dining hall
employees are responsible for

cleaning and checking the fan
exhaust system there three
times a year, according to
Robert Griffin, food services
director.
Food services often brings
fire safety inspectors in for
certified checks of the fire
alarm system and extinguishers, Griffin added.
"Everyone is a part of
inspection," Merck said.
During vacation periods

, Breeze Special

I

Fine Arts
Festival

arranged by the department
heads.
The scholars are chosen to
represent different academic
disciplines. "All people who
desire to be educated would be
interested in these speakers,"
he said.
The University Center in
Richmond provides its
member colleges with a list of
28 speakers from which to
choose. Madison's committee
consults with the various
department heads when
choosing their speakers.
Locke represents Madison
at the center, where a
schedule is made for the'
visiting scholars.
The
University Center committee

Shadetree
Glass Shop
\30 oz. Coors Beer Glasses 9l ea
49 E. West Water Street

someone checks the buildings
at least every other day, and
during the summer checks are
made
of
dormitory
bathrooms, rooms, lounges
and kitchens, Merck said.
One problem that resulted
in spite of preventive maintenance of campus buildings is
a bathtub dram which came
loose on the third floor of
Cleveland Hall Jan. 22.
Repairmen had to be called in
at 2 a.m. to fix it.
There was no danger of an
electrical fire, even though
the water from the drain ran
along the ceiling to the second
floor electrical fixtures, according to William Merck,
assistant vice president for
business affairs. He said the
most that could have happened was a short in the wires
or a circuit breaker going out.
The plumbers called in to
fix the drain repaired it that
night and no serious damage
was done, Merck said.

New. Spring Fashions
Arriving Daily
Terry cloth tops, knit tops
Shirts, sundresses, halter dresses
Lee, Levi, Wrangler
100% cotton jeans & cords

THE BODY SHOP
66 E. Market Street
Harrisonburg, Va.
assscscaoaocxxsocs

Hours: AAon.-Wed. 11-5
Thurs. & Sat. 10-5
Fri. 10-9
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Peiace Corps may be option instead of army
(Continued from Page It
Some of those who believe
the all-vohinteer forces experiments ; is a failure think
some sort of compulsory
service is needed.
One suggestion is a return
to a draft system as it existed
until 1973.
But all the options mentioned are not so down-toearth.
Senator. Sam Nunn(Dem.)
of Georgia thinks a nationalservice option would be worth
examining

plan, however, experts agree
that a special incentive must
be given to insure that enough
young people opt for military
service
Compulsory "universal
service" doesn't sit well with
all members of the Senate,
however. William Proxmire.
(Dem.) of Wisconsin, thinks it
"would be a nightmare."
"The idea of requiring
conscripts to go into the Peace
Corps. VISTA, or something of
that kind if they don't go into
the military would be extremely bad. It would throw

In this "universal" service
program, which "commands
wide support across the
country." according to a
recent Gallup poll, young
people would be allowed to
choose between some sort of
civilian service or military
service.
"It might involve environmental work. Peace
Corps work. VISTA work,
urban or rural-area workthose kinds of things." according to Nunn.
Within the option-service

4

English exam stopped in part'
By JUDY MOON

The English department
standardized final exam for
freshmen has been discontinued "in part," according to
the coordinator of freshman
English.
The exam will be mandatory for those teaching in
the department for their first
year, a coordinator Dr. Jay
Funston said. Teaching
assistants and new and parttime teachers will be required
to continue the program of
administering departmental
exams. All other professors
may continue the exams at
their option, he said.
The tests are of greatest
value to new people in the
department, according to
Funston. "They can see where
they differ in their approach
and how they can improve".

department lacked consistency, and whether each
professor covered the same
material while using different
texts, was considered a
success by the department,
Funston said.
The results of the program
show that most professors in
the
department
grade
similarly and cover the same
basic material, he said.
"Personally, I'm going to
continue giving the exam to
my freshman classes," he
said. "There is the advantage
of not having to make up my
own exams. And, in many
-cases, the departmental exam
is a better exam than most of
us make up on our own".
The exam is made up by a
committee
of
English
professors and is reviewed
carefully several times,
Funston said.
Many of the regular faculty
may continue to administer
the departmental exam, but
many will not, he said, adding
that professors have always
preferred to prepare and give
their own exams:

The "sheer logistics of the
program make it a considerable hassle," Funston
said. There are two parts to
the exam -- an objective part
and a theme.
Approximately 1,400 to
1,500 freshmen take the exam,
and-that means at least 2,800
pieces of paper to keep track
of.

*A lot of papers
shuffled around'
Professors do not grade the
themes of their own students,
so a lot of paper gets "shuffled
around," Funston said.
The exam, designed to see
whether grading in the

3 vie for Honor Council
(Continued from Page 1)
more personalized orientation
for new students.
It is more fair for students
if the Honor Council is
responsible for punishing
cheaters than if teachers take
the responsibility, Driebe
said.
"Teachers have human
biases," he said. "If they like
a student and catch him
cheating, they'll tend to go
easier on him," he added.
"The only time students
hear about the council is
during the elections," said
candidate Nedry, who is
currently an Honor Council
advocate. He believes more
student input is needed and
said, "I'd open the council
advisory meetings to the
public and get more students
on the (advisory) board."
As an advocate, Nedry
defended students at council
trials. The Honor Council
coordinator investigates and
prosecutes cases.
"One of the president's
duties is to help the coordinator investigate cases,"
Nedry said.
"Then the
president and coordinator
decide if the case should be
tried. I think that constitutes
a conflict of interest. The
president is also trial judge.
How can a judge be impartial
after helping the prosecutor
investigate a case?"
Nedry believes »■ speedy
trial should be mandatory.
He also wants council officers to take their work more
seriously.
He said one
coordinator "wrote a student
that he was accused of
cheating on a piece of paper
he ripped out of his notebook.
That was his official letter.
The coordinator had a job,
so the trial was'postponed formonths."

Students have to be able to
respect an honor system for it
to work, Nedry said.
Mark Ritter, who is running unopposed for vice
president, could not be
reached for comment.
The position of secretary
has been abolished and, the
duties have been combined
with other offices, according
to Charles McGrath, current
Honor Council president.
Honor Council coordinators
and advocates are not elected.

V%IAI

away the great virtue of the
Peace Corps and VISTA-that
is, volunteers that come in
because they want to be there.
That volunteering makes for
great
moral
and
real
motivation.*' according to
Proxmire.
But while Proxmire doesn't
support
programs
advocating compulsory social
service, he proposes changes
that service commanders
have traditionally opposed the increased use of women in
military roles.
"Regulations barring
women from combat should
be abolished," Proxmire said.
Military manpower experts
agree if we are to continue
employing an all-volunteer
Army, women are going to
have to man some guns. Too
many potential volunteers
(women) can't get in.
This is the last barrier
against women competing
equally with men for jobs in
the armed forces. And
women's-rights advocates, as
well as some powerful people
in Washington, are calling for
a change.
The face of the military has
changed many times in recent

George Birthington's
Washday Sale! u

Save 30-60%
on All Guitars
PA's, Accessories
In Stock
Martin-GibsonF»nd»r-lbon«i
Yamaha-Kay
Lo Primi-Dobro
Atlo$-Tama-Spiphona-Harmony
Autoharp-Soiuki-Yolri

CENTER

Alt Guitar Strings 50% Off
4 Guitars - $22 Each*
Yamaha FG360 $3/6 $222.22
Yamaha/Altec- Lansing PA - $300.00
22 to 40% OFF
All Car & Home Stereos

The Magazine of Bluegrass and
Old Time Country Music.
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lofoyan* Electrostatic

60 W. Elizabeth St.

Shirts from
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years. In the late sixties it was
under constant criticism for
favoring the middle and upper-class whites who could
afford college and thus
receive a deferment.
In 1969 the lottery system
was developed. In 1971 college:
deferments were dropped. In
1973 the draft was halted!
completely.
"Other than the terrible
casualties that we suffered in
Vietnam. I would say that one i
of the most devastating'
legacies of Vietnam is the
volunteer force," Nunn said.
Others in the debate don't
agree. "The fundamental
argument for the volunteer
army is that it's just; it's
fair," according to Proxmire.
Our lawmakers are taking
action they hope will ensure
our national defense units are
capable of doing the job.
Whatever
they decide,
lawmakers agree it must be in
the name of fairness.
"Whatever system we
adopt in the future, I strongly
believe that-rich and poor,
black and white-all of our
American youth must be
treated in the same manner,"
Nunn said.

» > .
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'Minor' spores recruit in a variety of ways
The selling of Madison athletics viewed differently by coaches
Editor's note: This is the fourth in a series
concerning the selling of Madison athletics in
recruiting and public affairs.
By BOB GRIMESEY
Recruiting athletes for the so called
"minor," or non-revenue drawing sports, is a
process viewed different' ■ by every coach at
Madison.
One similarity that does exist is that all
coaches, whether regulated or not, must attempt to attract the athlete without the enticement of full athletic scholarships.
Consequently, it is the ability to sell the
structure of Madison; its facilities, educational
programs, and social interests, that emerges
as primary determiner of success or failure in
a recruiting program.
For women's athletics, the ability to recruit
athletes is predetermined by the Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW).
The AIAW prohibits coaches from openly
approaching prospects during games, and
requires that all recruits accomodate themselves when visiting college campuses.
In addition, coaches are not subsidized for
their recruiting expenses. For the majority of
women's athletics these guidelines prohibit

[ Sports

any sort of recruiting program.
For basketball, however, the need to recruit
has become of upmost importance as the sport
has gained in popularity. This rise has resulted
in an increase in the number of scholarships
awarded nationally, and forced Madison coach
Betty Jaynes to become a saleswoman for
Madison athletics.
Like men's basketball recruiter John
Thurston, Jaynes has developed a program
which is similar to that of the men's, which
includes compiling a list of prospects from
coaches in Virginia, and from connections she
has at the high school level.
Along with graduate assistant Margaret
Tyson, she then narrows the field by
correspondence and visits. All visits are paid
for by the staff, she added.
Jaynes recruits only athletes that are interested in what Madison has to offer
academically.
"Maybe it's because I'm new to the game,"
she said, "but I just feel uncomfortable enticing an athlete that wants what we don't
offer."
For the coaches of men's sports, there are
no restrictions such as those that limit the
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Dukes have to play 'over
their heads'against ODU
By WADE STARLING
Madison basketball coach
Lou Campanelli is an optimist.
"I go into every game
feeling that we can win it," he
said.
But concerning tomorrow
night's game with Old
Dominion, Campanelli is also
a realist. "In order to win,
we're going to have to play
over our heads." he admitted.
"We'll need to play a nearperfect game."
The Dukes, 16-8 after
Monday night's 79-72 loss to
The Citadel, will be facing
probably the top team in the
state in the Monarchs. Old
Dominion is currently 22-2,
have won their last 19 games,
and are tied for . the best
record among major independents in the nation with
the University of Detroit.
"They're an awesome
team," said Campanelli.
"They're probably deserving
of top 20 status, and could play
with the majority of the teams
in Ihe nation."
The Monarchs are led by
their sensational duo of center
Wilson Washington and freshman
forward
Ronnie
Valentine.
Valentine is the team's
leading scorer, averaging 22
points per game,, while hitting
on almost 53 per cent of his
shots. The 6-7, 210 pounder has
been ODU's leading scorer in

Game changed
The Madison CollegeWashington & Lee University
basketball game which was
scheduled to be played in
Lexington on Wednesday,
March
2,
has
been
rescheduled, for Tuesday,
;March 1. The game is

15 of their games, and poured
in 38 points in Tuesday nights'
82-68 win over William and
Mary.
Washington, one of the
more dominating centers in
the nation, is scoring 18.2
points a game, and pulling
down nearly 11 rebounds. He
is hitting on an outstanding
60.3 per cent of his field goals.
ODU's other starting
forward, senior Jeff Fuhrmann, is averaging 13.4
Saturday's Madison
College-Old Dominion
University game will be
televised live by WVPT
television station. Game time
is 8:00.
points, and six rebounds.
Guard Joey Caruthers is
averaging iust more than 10
points, and has dealt off 96
assists. Richie Wright, the
other starting guard, is
averaging nine points, and has
93 assists.
The Monarch's are scoring
90.6 points per game, which is
sixth best in the nation. They
are yielding only 71.3, for an
average margin of victory of
19.3 points per game, which is
fourth best in the country.
Campanelli feels his major
trouble spots against Old
Dominion will be defense and
rebounding.
"We'll score, I'm not too
worried about that," he explained. But we're going to
ha.^«©or hands full on the
boards and on defense. We're
going to have to keep them
from controlling the game."
Campanelli feels that for
the Dukes to have any kind of
a chance, they're going to
have to control the tempo of
the game, and keep the score
in the 60's. He said thai,Old

. PWWPP,^ IffMVP 'with

the ball, and if they succeed,
Madison will be in trouble.
The Dukes will probably be
playing a zone defense against
the Monarchs, according to
Campanelli. "We just can't
match up with them man-toman, he said. "They have too
much height and speed."
The game is in the Old
Dominion Fieldhouse, and is
sold-out to a homecoming
crowd of about 5,000. Campanelli said this will definitely
make a difference.
"The home crowd will be a
big factor," he explained.
"They are the most hostile
crowd we've ever seen, and
they should be good for about
10-15 points. But that's the
way it is with major competition such as them. We're
just starting to hit that circuit
right now.".
We're catching them at the
worst possible .time, right
when they are peaking,"
Campanelli continued. "The
players respect ODU, and
know that they're a pretty
damn good team. But we
won't be intimidated."
On Monday, The Citadel
shot 70.4 per cent in the first
half of their win as they rolled
to a 40-29 halftime lead. The
Dukes managed to cut the
Bulldogs' lead back to four
points, 72-68, on a jumper by
William Butler with just more
than a minute remaining.
They still trailed by four after
two free throws by Dosh with
45 seconds left, but that was as
close as they could get.
The Citadel shot 61.2 per
cent from the field for the
game, as opposed to 53 per
cent for the Dukes.
Dosh finished as high
scorer for the game with 24
points. Steve Stielper added
20. and Roger Hughett 16.
, (Continued on Page 13) ->

women on the national scale.
However, when considering the variety of
non-revenue sports at Madison, the intensity to
which recruiting is carried out varies with
each coach.
Gymnastics coach Hayes Kruger explains
that there are two types of athlete; the "extrensive" athlete, who participates to supply
glory to his ego. and the "true" athlete, who
participates solely for the love of sport.
"We can deal better with the athlete," he
said, "because we can't offer scholarships or
the showcase for jumping into the professional
ranks."
The Office of Admissions does an adequate
job informing students as to what Madison has
to offer, he said.
Swimming coach Charles Arnold and track
coach Ed Witt seek athletes, but limit their
travel time to the larger events which also
attract the top athletes.
Arnold begins by sending letters to coaches
he knows in Virginia and Maryland. After
narrowing the list down according to
"academics and talent," he then visits the
athletes at the Virginia State High School
(Continued on Page 12)

Wo men enter swim meet
with best chance for title
The
Madison
College
women's swimming team
enters this weekend's Virginia
Federation of Intercollegiate
Sports for Women (VFISW)
Swimming Meet with what
may be the Duchesses' best
chance ever for a VFISW
swimming title.
Madison will vie for the
VFISW title with defending
champion Virginia Commonwealth University as well
as a number of other schools,
including Virginia Tech and
Old Dominion University, the
meet's host school.
The meet is scheduled to

begin today in Norfolk, with
half of the semifinal and final
races being held the opening

day.

Madison, Virginia Commonwealth University and
Virginia Tech are considered
the top contenders for this
year's title. Madison defeated
VCU and lost to Virginia Tech,
both by narrow margins, this
season, and VCU easily
downed Tech earlier this year.
Madison swimming coach
Martha O'Donnell anticipates
that the Duchesses' bid for the
Virginia swimming crown will
depend on team depth.

OLD DOMINION'S WILSON WASHINGTON puns down rebound during last year's 87-83 overtime win against the
Dukes. Madison will be traveling to Norfolk Saturday for
another meeting with the Monarchs, currently the states top
team with a 22-z'record. '
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Duchesses reach .500 level
with win over Bridgewater

I »•

r

Bv DAVE LUCAS
' The
Madison
College
basketball Duchesses evened
their record at 10-10 Tuesday
night when they defeated the
Eaglettes of Bridgewater
College. 55-50.
"It was a great win for us.
what with the cross town
rivalry and all." commented
Duchesses' coach Betty
Jaynes after the game.
The Duchesses fell behind
in the early going of the first
half, trailing the Eaglettes 4-0
with over two and a half
minutes gone in the game.
Cindy Livesay hit on a layup
to end the drought for Madison
and cut the lead to 4-2.
"Cindy is definitely on her
way back, but I don't want to
push her. I really want her to
stay healthy until tournament
time." said Jaynes. "She
scored several crucial baskets
for us tonight."
Bridgewater outscored
Madison 6-2 over the next four
minutes before Livesay
connected again with an 18
foot jump shot. With iust over
10 minutes left in the half.
Mendy Childress tapped in a
rebound to cut the Eaglettes
lead to 12-8.
Bridgewater scored five
more points before running
out of speed with a lead of 1710 with just eight minutes left
in the first half. Over the next
four minutes the Duchesses
outscored the Eaglettes 11-0
to take a four point advantage, 21-17. Bridgewater
then retaliated with six
unanswered points to take a
halftime lead of 23-21.
Bette Notaro took control in
the first minute of the second
half with 15 foot jumper and a
layup to give the Duchesses
the lead for good at 25-23.
Madison continued with their
surge, behind the hot shooting
of Kim Miley, who scored
seven points, as they increased their lead to 35-23.
Madison gained their
largest lead with 4:25 left in
the game at 49-33, before
coasting on to the five point
ictorv
ry.

Leading scorers for the
Duchesses were Childress
with 14 and Miley and Notaro
with 10 each. Miley and
Childress also had 10 rebounds
each for Madison.
Madison had two important
games last weekend with
Radford and Virginia Tech.
Both games were crucial in
the , VFISW
(Virginia
Federation of Intercollegiate
Sports for Women), because
the final standings in the
conference determine the
seeds for the state tournament
to be held at Old Dominion
University March 3-5. The
Duchesses ended with a
VFISW record of 4-3.
The Madison - Radford
game was delayed 45 minutes
when one of the officials did
not show up due to inclement
weather.

Madison
trailed
the
Highlanders during the first 10
minutes of the game before
Cindy Waddell knotted it up at
10 all when she connected on
both ends of a one-and-one
free throw. Livesay then hit
one of two free throw tries to
give the Duchesses a one point
lead.
Ahead by eight, Madison
was outscored 6-0 over the last
three minutes of the first half,
but was able to hold a slim 3028 lead at intermission.
The game stayed close
during the second half with
Madison leading in the end 7064.
Madison's last game of the
regular season will be
tomorrow against East
Tennessee State University.
Game time is 2 p.m. at
Godwin Hall.

Shorts takes title
By SARAH STRADER
Shorts overtook a four point
lead by Chappelear, but was
unable to make a final second
shot, and took the championship game of women's
intramural basketball into
overtime Monday night.
"We knew the worst we
could do was go into overtime
when we stalled the ball and
tried for the final second
shot, ' said Wendy Williams,
Shorts team captain.
The game remained close
throughout the overtime, but
Shorts took the lead, as they
had the majority of the game,
and defeated Chappelear, 4642.
Shorts
heavily
outnumbered Chappelear in
fouls. This was the result of
their overly aggressive tendency, according to Williams.
"It really hurt us that we
didn't make more of our free
throws. That could have been
the winning difference," said
Chappelear team captain, Sue
Elmore
Shorts
took MI
an wi
early
in
MM is wun
IJ lead
IKWIU

the three minute overtime and
dominated the remainder of
the period.
Elmore said they became
disorganized in the overtime.
This was largely due to team
coaches, Elmore and Brenda
Moore, playing in the game as
well as trying to call the plays,
said Elmore.
The immediate two-point
lead taken by Shorts also had
a dampening psychological
effect on the team, she added.
Unlike Chappelear, who
had only two substitutions the
entire game, Shorts relied
heavily on substitutions and
the calling of plays by their
coach, Katherine Johnson.
"It's a good thing we could
substitute because three of us
were on the bench with four
fouls at the beginning of
overtime," said Donna Boush,
Shorts high scorer.
Williams said she concentrated on guarding Marsha
Lay ton, the outstanding
player for Chappelear who
scored over half of the team's
loiai points.
total

Photo by Jerry Caldwell

MADISON' BASEBALL TEAM began outdoor practice two
weeks ago. Their first scrimmage is next week at Virginia
Tech, and their regular season begins March 5, at the
University of South Carolina. Coach Brad Babcock said he is
anxious for the season to start, and will be fighting for an
NCAA tournament bid in the Dukes' first year at the Division I
level.

Swimmers win two
The Madison College men's
swimming team closed out its
regular season with victories
over Towson State .^and
Georgetown University at
Towson State. The Dukes
defeated Towson State 71-42
and beat Georgetown 89-25.
The
victories
ran
Madison's winning streak to
seven and enabled the Dukes
to finish their second season
with a full varsity schedule
with an 11-3 record.
Jack »■
Brooks
and
■■Freshman
• unman vn*
«•» «N

senior John Duffy each
established two new records
for the Dukes. Brooks won
both the 1,000-yard freestyle
(10:22.7) and the 500-yard
freestyle (5:03.0), and Duffy
won both the 200-yard
freestyle (1:50.3) and the 100yard freestyle (:49.9) in
record time.
Madison's other double
winner was senior Steve
Peduto who won both the onemeter and three-meter diving
competition.
*.«•■«!»».»«»•«■•.
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'Minor sports recruit in a variety of ways
(Continued from Page 11)
Invitational, the Virginia AAU championships,
and the national YMCA championships.
"There might be a need to get out more,"
Anidld noted, "but I must consider my
responsibilities as an instructor first"
Hesaid he is happy to "entertain" prospects
who visit, but refuses "to paint a picture of
what's riot here," and demands that every
athlete consider education first, and swimming second.
The University of Tennessee, a perennial
powerhouse in swimming, takes the opposite
attitude, he noted, and as a result "never
graduate 70 to 80 per cent of their swimmers."
Witt follows the same attitude, but adds that
he does not need to travel as much as other
coaches because track athletes "can be
measured in terms of time, distance and
height." For this reason, it's not necessary to
view the athletes on film or in person.
"Recruiting for. track is the most competitive of all sports" he concluded, "because
in addition to competing against other track
teams, you must also compete with football for
your sprinters and weight-men, and basketball
for your jumpers."
Wrestling coach, Jim Prince and golf coach
Drew Balog are two exceptions who give top
priority to recruiting at the "minor" sport
Prince begins with a mass mailing to the
Tidewatw and northern wa' of Virginia, as

well as southern Maryland and parts of New
Jersey and New York.
He then visits wrestling prospects as he
travels to see football prospects during the
Christmas recess.
Wrestling is at a disadvantage because the
program is so young and does not offer
scholarships, he said. As a result, Prince sells
the wrestler on the point that he can gain experience as a freshman.
Unlike many other sports, however, Prince
primarily seeks "the one kid that will go all the
way."
"You can have one All-America m
basketball and it doesn't matter. But in
wrestling, if I get one kid who can win a
national championship, it could make the
program," he concluded.
Balog claimed that 99 per cent of his job was
recruiting, because golf rules prohibit
coaching during matches. For this reason, he
travels extensively in order to "beat the
bushes" and find the athlete "who does not
need to develop."
To find the advanced athlete, he believes it
is importanf'to be seen by the kid and let him
know that you care about him."
The travel is enjoyable, he said, because
most of it is done on weekends during the
summer.
"I get treated like a king ... because the
Rros at clubs where I recruit want the best for
leir juniors. As a result, a pro may. say to me.

'After you talk to my boy, go out and play a few
rounds on the house . . . and if you get thirsty,
the drinks are on me."
He added that most of his prospects come
from affluent areas and are consequently
interested in business. For that reason, he sells
the opportunities at Madison in that field as
well as the national success of the team.
Ignoring the lack of scholarships, Balog
feels confident that he could solicit the funds
for two full scholarships from the community,
but is afraid it would hurt the athletic program
overall.
Recruiting, then, is an aspect of selling
Madison athletics, which varies in its intensity
according to the values of each individual
coach, and the guidelines supplied to the coach
by national associations and the degree of
competition faced by each.
In each case, there is a publicity aspect
whereby Madison athletics, whether bought by
the prospect or not, becomes known in an evergrowing region of the Mid-Atlantic states. And
with each sale to an athelete, the process
grows in its importance to create a
questionable future for those who believ* that
college athletics must remain a sport and not a
business.
Next issue: The selling of Madison athletics
concludes in a review of how the Sports Information Department presents the program
to the public.
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Underdogs move in on Weenies' stronghold
By DENNIS SMITH
David Harvey ran for three
touchdowns Tuesday night to
give the Underdogs a shut-out
victory over Southern Comfort. 36-0.
Tony Tsonis added touchdown passes to Pat Dunn and
Mike Shanholzer for the
Underdogs.
"We're tuning up for the
playoffs," said Underdog
team captain Artie DeBari
after the game.
The victory upped the
Underdogs'record to 10-0, and
placed them in the second spot
in The Breeze top ten.
Southern Comfort's record

dropped to 6-4.
The number one ranked
Weenies did not play this
week.
"We're looking forward to
playing the champiqnship
league teams," said Underdog
guard Steve Vinson.
Al Brown ran 30 yards for a

Elleinston wins

TOP TEN
1. Weenies, 9-1
2. Underdogs, 9-0
3. Wild Bunch, 9-1
4. Logan, 8-2
5. Bears, 8-1
6. SPE, 9-1
7. Sigma Nu, 8-2
8. Short's IV, 8-2
9. More Tubes, 7-3
10 Bhongers, 7-2

Jamie Elleinston hit 47 of 50
free throws to win the men's
intramural
free
throw
shooting contest Sunday night.
Rick Motley made 41 of 50
and Ed Sutherland hit 37 of 50
to place second- and third,
respectively.

touchdown to give Logan a 126 overtime victory over SPE.
The game was dominated
by both defenses, which
allowed each team only
sustained drive in regulation
play.

"Our defense played well,'
said Logan captain Steve
Bohem, "but I was really
pleased with the way our
offense moved in overtime."
Bohem feels if his team can
avoid injuries, it will have as
good a chance as any team to
win the championship.
The win kept Logan fourth
in the top ten, with a record of
8-2. SPE has a season record
of 9-1, and is ranked sixth.
Kevin Driscoll scored the
first Sigma Nu touchdown on a
25 yard run in his team's 14-0
victory over TKE.
Later, Scott Coon threw a
25 yard touchdown pass to
Sigma Nu receiver Mark
Smelley.
Sigma Nu is ranked
seventh in the top ten, while
the loss dropped TKE out of
the rankings, with a season
record of 8-4.
Jim Barbe threw two
touchdown passes to Dicky
Johnson to lead the fifth
ranked Bears over Nearly

Madison College Theatre

Almost, 20-12.
Mike Smith ran 30 yards on
an interception for'the Bears'
first score.
The Bear's record is 8-1,
and their only loss was at the
hands of the Weenies, this
week.
The tenth ranked Bhongers
received a forfeit over the
Bonzos
Sunday, the Bhongers
relied on two touchdowns by
Gary Forttana to beat Wain
Team 12-6. Fontana's last
touchdown came on a 10 yard
run, with 30 seconds left in the
game.

"We've gotten a lot better
through the season," said
Bhonger captain Gary Fontana. "We've got a good shot
at the title, and the other
teams know it."
Third ranked Wild Bunch
was given a forfeit win over
Wain Team. Eighth ranked
Short's IV and ninth ranked
More Tubes did not play.
Any team captain that has
any disagreement with The
Breeze top ten is encouraged
to submit his own weekly top
ten to Breeze reporter Dennis
Smith (P.O. Box 3275).

Dukes face Monarchs
(Continued from Page 11)
Stielper was Madison's
leading rebounder with 10,
and estalbished a new
Madison single-season
rebound record with 262
caroms.
"We really didn't play very
good defense," said Campanelli after the game. "In the
first half, they were getting
the shots they wanted and
were hitting everything."
'■'We never really got into
the game until it was too
late." he added. "When a
team hits like that, you have
$1$ While you learn
executive management
Travel, Benefits

Army ROTC
433-6264

to make up for it in other
ways, especially off the
boards, and we didn't."
Madison's old single-season
rebound record of 253 was held
by David Correll and Joe
Frye. Frye set the record
during the 1972-73 season, and
Correll tied it in 1975-76.
Stielper also has a shot at
Madison's single-season
scoring record of 545 points
established by Sherman
Dillard during the 1973-74
season. He now has' 498 points
and needs to average 24 points
a game in the Dukes' final two
games to establish a new
record.
Jeff Cross is nearing
Madison's single-season assist
record. Cross has 152 and
needs seven to break the
record of 158 established by
Joe Pfahler during the 1975-76
season.

SXSOCSSSIKXSSSXXSSXXXXX!

llacquetball
equipment availible
at

Valley Sports
107 ^^^^Center
E. Water St^ W 434-6580

CHECK
OUR
SPECIALS
Uelicate Haiance each week.
Six of the HOTTEST new Lps on the charts will be
featured each week on BLUE MOUNTAIN'S .
SPECIALS RAC1C It's our way of introducing you
to new sounds, and at the same time save some money!
So it'you hear of a new album you'd like to buy...
chances are it will show up on our SPECIALS RACK!

February
2b, 2xx
Latmer ShaefTer
Reservations
133-b2bO

l>R.S
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SPE food drive

CROCK

by Rechia APirlwr

Announcements

6-i»

Alcohol use

Job searching

Scholarship info.

Bicycle workshop

Essay contest

During the months of
March and April the Office of
Career
Planning
and
Placement will be conducting
the following Job Search
Seminars:
"An Orientation to the Job
Market." March 1; "How to
Inventory your Assets,"
March 15: "How to Write a
Good Resume and Cover
Letter,"
March
22:
"Researching Employers and
Interviewing
for
Information," March 29: "Your
Job Interview" April 5.
All sessions will be held in
Harrison Hall, Room A-109.
They will begin at 7 p.m. and
last one hour. Sign-up sheets
are posted in the Career
Planning and Placement
Office. 2nd floor of Alumnae
Hall. You must sign up to
attend the sessions.

The Rockingham County
Education Association Undergraduate Scholarship will
be awarded to a deserving
high school senior or graduate
from a Rockingham County
high school, who is planning to
enter a service profession.
The applicants must plan to
enter a service profession;
have been accepted at an
accredited college: and rank
in the upper one-third of their
high school or college class.
If you are interested in
applying for this scholarship
which
has an application
deadline of March 20, 1977,
come by the Financial Aid
Office, Varner House.

An eight week 10-speed
bicycle workshop class will be
held at Back Alley Bikes in
Harrisonburg on Tuesday
evenings from 7:30 to 9 p.m.
beginning March 1. Topics
covered include basic bike
repair, touring racing, and
bike construction. A fee of $5
will be charged. Register at
the County
Recreation
Department.

The National Association of
Broadcasters is sponsoring an
essay contest. Typewritten
essays of no more than 2,000
words may deal with any
aspect of "the First Amendment and the Electronic
Media" and must be received
by June 1. First prize is $500.
Send entries to: First
Amendment Essay Contest.
NAB, 1771 N Street, N.W.,
Room 602, Washington, D.C.
20036.

Career seminar
The counseling department
of Blue Ridge Community
College will sponsor a Career
Seminar March 7, 7—9 p.m. in
the student lounge. There will
be representatives from 16
businesses and industries
throughout the Valley to
furnish information and answer career questions.

Theater lecture
Author, director and
professor of German Herbert
Lederer will be lecturing on
theater in the German
Democratic Republic on Feb.
28. 2 p.m. in La t timer
Shaeffer Auditorium.

SHE is sponsoring a canned
food drive in the Harrisonburg
iirea through March 4. AH
proceeds of the drive will go to
the Salvation Army for their
dispersement in Rockingham
County
SPE has started the drive
with a $10 canned food
donation and requests all
organizations on campus for a
$5 canned food donation.
Donation locations are in the
following places: Chandler
Hall. Warren Campus Center.
A & P. Safeway, Grand Union,
Mick or Mack. Salvation
Armv, Lloyds. Hallmark, and
the SPE House.
Each Tuesday there will be
a meeting at 7 p.m. in Keezell
308 for those people who have
questions about alcohol use
and abuse.
If you have
questions about alcohol, no
matter how small, please feel
free to stop by.

Coining soon:

Breeze Road Rally
WOO08CO90C0CO000CCC.

ooocooooooooecooooot

From Ralph Bakshi,
master of animation, comes an
epic fantasy in wondrous color.
A vision of the world, 10 million years
in the future, where Wizards rule the
earth. And the powers of magic prevail
over the forces of technology in the
final battle for world supremacy.

TYPING
\CALLMRSPRICE\
13Yrs.Exp.
828-6941 $6&-pg

AUTHORIZED AGENT FOR
ALL MAJOR AIRLINES,
U
V 0>ut
*'
STEAMSHIP LINES, TRAIN
Q\0O
^ \ AND TOUR COMPANIES
l40
Call us for all yoor travel.
'>

1774 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg 434-17961

fflPl

travd counsellors, Inc.

BEAUTY PALACE
is pleased to announce
the addition of Regina Lewis to their
staff. She specializes in straightening
and wash, press and curl.
We specialize in pleasing
customers9 tastes in men
and women hairstyles.

Walk in or call for appointment
438 N. Mason St.
<*■

in Rose's Shopping Center

20TH CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS

A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

WEARDS

Written, Produced and Directed by RALPH BAKSHI
Music Composed and Conducted by ANDREW BELLING
Produced by Bakshi Productions, Inc.
Color by De Luxe*

Starts Wednesday Feb. 23
at ROTH 1 Theatre
call theatre for show times
C1977 Tawntwth Century Fo.

m.

VtfNtf MtfMtfUtf Htf WtfWtf

v,„^T.-r,T.Tr,,-.,T.T,^( p|5BILLBOARD ^"l'',»v»,',»,',',*,p^PTvr,''W'»,''vw'iw»vi^i'i'i»aa

or the first time in 42years.

^•••••••••••••••••••••***

WE film sweepsALL the
WOR ACADEMY AWARDS
BEST PICTURE
Produced by Saul Zaentz and Michael Douglas

BESTACTOR
Jack Nicholson

BEST ACTRESS

■.

il

Saturday
Feb. 26
J 8 and 10:30 PM $
J
$1.00
J

I

I Sunday Feb. 27 j
J
8PM
$1.00

Louise Fletcher

*
*

BEST
DIRECTOR

*

Milos Forman

I

#**•••••**••••••••*••*•••

BEST
SCREENPLAY

Tickets on sale Friday

Lawrence Hauben
and Bo Goldman

11 am and 4 pm at CPB

(ADAPTED FROM OTHER MATERIAL)

JACK NICHOLSON

•••••••• A*******i

I Wilson Hall
i FREE W/ID |

J

•***••**•••••**••***•

k|

Tuesday
March 1 8PMJ

***••***•***••*•••**• INSA.NIT Y PRE VA.IL*S **********************
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Classifieds
For sale
PHOENIX APPALACHIAN
KAYAK
(almost new)
Flotation bags, spray shirt,
new paddle. 1300.60 249-4681
after 5:30 P.M.
SCUBA
DIVING
DISCOUNTS, Rental, Rock
Shop. Blue Ridge Dive and
Craft Shop. 1726 Allied St.,
Charlottesville. Only hours:
1-5 Sat. and Sun.. Ph. H04-2936984.

DOONESBURY
HEY, MAN, HOW
< .7^ j&fo.
COMC WAND
■■ W
JENNY DECIDED
J\ ^
TO HAVE A
OH, I * ^
KID NOW? DUNNO.NO
PARTICULAR
y
REASON. WHAT
(—l
X MADE YOU
{{-DECIDE?

By Garry Trudeaii

YOU'RE NOT GONNA \ h
BELIEVE THIS, MAN! K «,
RI6HT AFTER MY FIRST ?f\
BI6HIT, I CHECKED IN- $ T
TOH&R BLOCK FOR A
<
*" LITTLE TAX ADVICE,
YOU KNOW?.. ">

f^PLH

FOR SALE: 12 cup. GE
percolator, stainless steel,
immersible. Call 434-4527.
FOR SALE- Complete sterea
Includes cassette deck, Alfc
FM stereo radio, turntable,
large speakers (12", 4", 3"
per cabinet). Must sell.
$225.00 Call 434-6103 after 6
•PM

UJHATELSe?I \7Mv^§&
MEAN, WHO KNEW
OT3fc>
FROM MUNICIPAL
^A
BONDS IN THOSE
1>
DAYS.RI6HT? TRUE..
IT WAS ALL *
PRETTY NEW
THEM..

BEFOREIKNEW *&>$&
WHAT HIT ME, SOME
?£%
OWE IN A LEISURE
Jf>fc
SUIT HAD TALKED ME
i 0
ANDTHEOLD'LADY
i
INTO HAVING A KID I AS
A TAX,
WRITE-OFF?.

HEY, JIM- YEAH.I6UESS
Y0U6ETriN' I AM, BOB. BUT
EXCITED
I FEBl SO UNPR5ABOUT7H5 PARED, YOU KNOW?
KID YET? I MEAN, WHAT AM
I6OIN6T0DO
WITH A KID?
/

GIVE HIM
JtffiZ
A GUITAR,
MAN.HElL NO, NO, I
dg
HAVE THE PROMISED MYGENES.. SELF I WOULDN'T
PUSH THE MUSIC. ^ IT'SNOTFAIR! .£

HE'S GOT **$foj&k
THE APTITUDE, ^%^f,
THOUGH. HE ALREADY 3&
SOUNDS LIKE A WHOLE 1
RHYTHM SECTION. IT% J

±£4
-

mjaBf

BESMART,
KID!

BOOK FAIR.
Saturday.
March 26 through Sat. April 2.
Saturdays 9 AM- 5 PM;
Sunday, noon- 5 PM; Monday
through Friday nights 5 PM-9
PM Green Valley Auction
Barn. 2 miles east of Exit 61.
Interstate 81, Mt. Crawford,
VA.
Signs posted.
(see
display ads in The Breeze,
March 18, 22, and 25.)
SUBSCRIPTIONS for the
Washington Post are being
taken now.
Three subscriptions are offered- daily,
daily and Sunday, and Sunday. This is guaranteed room
delivery.
Contact Doug
Brandt 5503 or Greg Ellis
5502.

u

THATSOKAY.
HI, JEN.. OUR BUD DIN6
SORRY I'M .PERCUSSIONIST
HAS KEPT ME
LATE.
i
6R0UNPED ANYWAY. .

HE'S BEEN
ACTING UP
AGAIN?
I

HEAR FOR
YOURSELF.
THE NEXT
SHOW IS JUST'

Loaf

LOST: TISR50A calculator in
the vicinity of Miller Hall on
Friday. February 18. Name
engraved on edge.
Please
return, reward offered. Susan
4240
LOST OR STOLEN:
Turquoise ring with coral
centerstone.
Lost Monday
February 7. Can identify.
Sentimental value. Reward.
No questions asked. PLEASE
return- Jeb 5597 or Box 2802.
MISSING:
A girl's team
warm up (yellow with purple
trim) from girls locker room
since Thursday, February
17th. Its return would be
greatly appreciated as I owe
the college $36 for its loss.
Reward offered.
Contact
Cathy, 4240.

For rent%
APARTMENT FOR RENT
ONE BLOCK from campus
(closer than down campus
dorms), Completely furnished. 2 bedrooms, living
room, kitchen, bathroom. $80
per month per person
(cheaper than living on
campus).
Includes
everything. Call 5058 or 5968.
SUMMER
AND
FALL
STUDENT WANTED for
furnished apartment half
block from Madison College.
All utilities furnished. ($75.00
and $80.00 per student).
Please call 289-5531.
BAND FOR HIRE Star Flight
now taking bookings for
dances, concerts, parties.
Contact Buck (289-5164),
Norlyn (828-6427), or Dwayne
(Box 4013 Campus Mail).

Jobs
SUMMER JOBS:
FIFTY
STATE catalogue of over 2000
summer job employers (with
application forms). Send $2
to: SUMCHOICE, Box 645,
State College. PA 16801

Personal
TO THE CHAPPELEAR
CAKE THIEVES: May you
never REST IN PEACE! The
next Wake is yours. The
Mourning Bakers
EACH TUESDAY there will
be a meeting at seven o'clock
in Keezell 308 for those people
who have' questions about
alcohol use and abuse. If you
have questions about alcohol,
no matter how small, please
feel free to stop by.
MY I) AH LIN" BARRY M.:
Howdy thar sweetie piekins
Shorly do miss your seexy
voice.
Jest done finished
brushin' "all" my tayth.
These pearly whites is jest
waintin' to take a hunk outa
you.
XOXOX,
. yore
Charlamayne.

TO LOUS CREW: O.D. who?
Good luck guys, We KNOW
you can do it!
TO "BEAGLE" in Weaver.
Hey- you sure are cute. Love
those baby browns! Signed:
T.B.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, NISEY!
"For it is God who is at work
in you, both to will and to work
for His good pleasure." Love,
Tim.
TO
BIRDIE,
SCOOT,
LINKIE, HI-CHAR, COOKIE,
CLIRP, THE MAN, STEPPER, NEW LITTLE KID
AND whoever else it may
concern: This is a final notice.
If I don't get a ROOM, and
soon, there's going to be
trouble. Comeon, I'm people
too! Even Murtha's, got her
blanket. THE KID WITH NO
ROOM.

GALLERIA
Port Road and 1-81"

E2fe?i&°* 'Great shoes
& socks in one for
men and women!

STAY WARM!
Sweaters
avg. weight 2 lbs
\also large selection of hanging baskets]
60 '/z w. Elizabeth Street
Mon Tues Wed Sat 10
Thurs - Fri 10 - 9

FAMILY KSTAUBMT
20% DISCOUNT
OFF TOTAL CHECK WITH COLLEGE ID

AAON TUES WED
4:00 TIL CLOSING

HAPPY HOBO SPECIAL
20% OFF THURS BUFFET W/1D

